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E-Space
G-Space

B. A. Maurer

(1954 – 2018)

“As distribuições geográficas são um 

reflexo espacial do nicho...”



In a macroecological context, most advances in the recent analyses of ecological
and evolutionary dynamics of species’ niches have been made in the context of

climate change, both future and past ones....







- Model from current climate
- Model Evaluation

Projection
Future

Hharpyja_occur

Case: 663     Longitude (X Centroid): -118.5     Latitude: 53     Hharpyja_occur: 0
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Several methods available…

Envelope models
-BIOCLIM
-DOMAIN (multivariate distances)

Statistical modeling
-Logistic regression
-GLM (generalized linear model)
-GAM (general additive model)
-GDM (generalized dissimilarity model)
-MARS (Multivariate Adaptive regression splines)

IA Methods
-GARP (genetic algorithms)
-MAXENT (maximum entropy)
-Neural Networks
-Random Forests and many others…



www.ecoclimate.org
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168 geographically unique points
(at 0.5º resolution) for EcoClimate
(www.ecoclimate.org)

532 occurrence records
(from several sources)

Rhinella diptycha
(Werner, 1894) 



“Ensemble forecasting” approach of our ENM for Rhinella diptycha

- We used 13 methods on Bioensembles (Bioclim, Euclid Dist, mahalanobis, GLM, maxent, random forest, GAM, MARS, 
ENFA, Nnet)

- Training with 75% of the records and 25% for testing

- ENMs were based on 5 variables from EcoClimate, using the CCSM AOGCM (RCP 85; bio1,bio2, bio3, bio16, bio17)

- Suitabilities were defined as frequency os cells occupied across models and replicas

- Ranges were defined based on a 50% majority consensus of model frequencies

2080-2090atual

85% of range loss...





Basic results from ENMs for 2780
spp of amphibians worldwide...

95% of the species analyzed would loose part of
their range...

18% of the species would be extinct!

Range loss
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Current Temperature in wet month (worldclim Bio8)
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Future Temperature in wet month (worldclim Bio8)
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Mean = 22.7 (± 2 – 2.6)

Mean= 27.9

Mean Temperature

Mean values for Worldclim’s Bio1 in current species’ occurences

1950-2000

2080 - 2090



Quantitative Genetics Models for Adaptation in Changing Environments



Haldanes (H)

H = log(YT1) – log(YT0) / sdP / t

J. B. S. Haldane
(1892 – 1964)

Taxa de Evolução

shift



The geographical component of
evolutionary rescue under climate
change



Dispersal challenge

Population persistence

Extinction (?)

Evolutionary Rescue (?)
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Diniz-Filho et al. (2019). Ecography (in press)



Diniz-Filho et al. (2019). Ecography (in press)



Current range: 1787 cells
Future range: 262 cells (85.3% range loss)
Loss under limited dispersal: 1599 cells (89.5%)
Dispersal: 74 cells

2080-2090

atual

85% of range loss...



 Lambda 
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For each cell in the trailing edge:

Calculate the “Haldanes”

H = log(YT1) – log(YT0) / sdP / t

YT1 and YT0 are the temperatures in
each cell

The sdp comes from the realized
variance across species range
(but NF > NR);

- The sdp was “corrected” by
population structure by considering
estimated Wright’s FST (0.1 – 0.25)

- Generation time varies from 40 to
50 generations (i.e., about 1.5 – 2.0
years for generational time)

FST



 Lambda 

0.2] 0.4] 0.6] 0.8]

For each cell in the trailing edge:

Get the Critical “Haldanes”

The growth rate (B above) varies
according to suitability, peaking at  =
1.25 and decaying to 1.09 at the border
cells;

Heritabilities for tolerance range
stochastically from 0.2 to 0.4,
determining genetic variance from sdP;

Adaptive landscape width (w2) was
given by Ctmax and Ctmin from Bennett
et al. (2018) at maximum hidratation (-
2o to 42o);

Because of the stochastic values above,
each Kcrit was calculated, for each cell,
1000 times

All parameters spatially-structured with
p = 0.9 and ns = 10



Genetic Adaptation Phenotypic plasticity

Mean proportion of trailing edge rescued, across simulations
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Out of the 455 species that would be lost to climate change alone (out of 2780
species), about 62% would have a chance to keep more than 10% of their
trailing edges and perhaps avoid extinction...



- We analyzed in this preliminar study just 2780
species, which is about 35% of the total amphibian
richness!

- Moreover, we just analyzed species with relatively
large ranges (and there is a negative constraint
envelope linking range size and % of rescue...);

- Large-ranged species tend to have very higher sdP

values, but these sdP values may be also inflated by
not really accounting for population structure (but
remember that NF > NR);

- Our analyses are essencially based on
temperature, and there are more complex
interactions with other variables, especially
precipitation;

Calm down, and let’s remember that...

H = log(YT1) – log(YT0) / sdP / t

G

Multivariate
approaches...



- We’re assuming unlimited dispersal, which is not
true in general (and in particular for amphibians),
so leading edges are overestimated;

- Loss is not geographically random, and is
concentrated in the (neo)tropics, the region with
highest richness and diversity;

- Unfortunately, there are of courses many other
threats beyond (ou coupled with) climate chance...

Calm down, and let’s remember that...





Numerical simulations and Individual-Based Model (IBM)
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Workshop on “Evolutionary Rescue”, 
Jan 28-30 2018



Coordenação para Aperfeiçoamento 
de Pessoal de Ensino Superior



“Come on, come on,
Turn a little faster,
Come on, come on,
The world will follow after…”

(Counting Crows, “Accidentally in
Love”, 2004)OBRIGADO!


